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Abstract. The Haute-Provence Observatory (44 ø
N, 6øE) lidar facility
has been extended to study the atmospheric lithium and its isotopic ra-
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formed in 1957 by Delannoy and Weill (1958) and
the results confirmed by Sullivan and Hunten
(1962), Gault and Rundle (]969).
Lithium has
been shown to be layered around 90 km as the
other alkali metals sodium and potassium. The
width of this layer has been estimated to be
about

]978).

mological isotopic ratio.
The lithium 7 lidar results presented in this paper should contribute
to our knowledge of chemical and dynamic interactions of alkali metals with the atmosphere.
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isotope is still
an order of magnitude lower. For
this reason, during the two years of observation,
the isotopic ratio has only been measured twice,
after exceptional
enhancements due to artificial
releases.
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photodetector are adapted to the lithium experi
ment and their characteristics,
together with the
spectroscopic data of the lithium atom, are presented in Table ]. An important addition to the
earlier system is a servo-wavelength control ensuring the spectral stability
of the laser and•
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to automatically tune from one isotope resonance line to the other. Its description
will be presented in detail in a future publication (Cahen et al.,
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defined as the product of the laser
by the resonance line profile.
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by Rayleigh scattering

- Eo is the laser energy per pulse (see Table 1).
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Taking into account these experimental features the detection limit of total abundanceis
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kinds :

- a relative error on the altitude profile strictly relevant to the Poisson statistics law for
the signal and thus dependentupon the integra•ion time and the altitude resolution.
- an absolute error on the numberdensity or total abundancevalue mainly due to the calibration
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- the CAMEO
lithium release from Nimbus 7 (November 6,7 and 8, 1978)

- a sporadic enhancementbetweenApril 21 and 25,
1979 following two artificial
releases from Poker
Flat (Alaska) on April 15 and 18, 1979.
The isotopic ratio was for those two cases
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the summer one by a factor of 5, indicating
that
the lithium seasonal behavior is very close to
the

sodium

one.

Typical altitude
profiles
are displayed in
fig. 2 and 3. They show a large variability
in
the shape of the layer but some general trends

--

can

be

deduced

from

the

data.

The fall
(or winter) profiles
of lithium are
most of the time coarsely located around 92 km,

ß

higher than sodiu• by about 4 km. As a general
feature,

0

abundance is large

during

peaks with small scale heights on both sides and
varies in altitude.
A typical sharp profile
averaged over one hour and the profile
averaged over
the same whole night are presented in fig. 2a and
gb. The thin layer, shifting
during the night, is
responsible for the small scale heights and the

I
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ß '\
o
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•
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shape in fig.
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This points out the importance of temporal resolution in the measurements of such layered struc-
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Recent improvements in
the experimental performances allow measurements
of the isotopic ratio with the same accuracy whelithium

structure

10% has

November ]5, 1979. Two samples of the hourly average profiles
are shown in fig. 2e and 2f and,
from the total set of data during that night, we
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:
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average betwwen O0 : O0
and

the

stable

average between 21 : 30

and

(d)

never

in

(b) average over the night.
(c) average between 21 : O0
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15,

around ]00 km. A changing
abundance

(kin)

and

is situated

themiddleof the Orionidsshower
(October
18•?

and winter altitude

for 3 nights :
- September ], ]979 : (a)

period

26), with meteorites of fast velocity
(66 km s ),
which may be responsible for the localized input

'k.k
•,

ALTITUDE
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•he layer is observedon October21, ]978 (fig.
2c and 2d) even though this

(r)••'x

1

-October

In fig. 2c and 2d, we notice a rather sharp layer
at the beginning of the night and a decreasing
total abundance during the night. On September 1,
]979, (fig.
2a and 2b), the total abundance remains constant within 20%. On the other hand, a
decrease by a factor of 4 of the central part of

n"0

I

I

I

around

2.106 cm
-2 as usually is the casein winter
During thesefirst
two years of observation,
we
were mainly concerned with the study of the lithium 7 seasonal variation.
The two exceptional
events

mentioned

above

should

not

be

considered

in that study ; the time constant of disappearance of the lithium produced d•ring those sporadic events appears to be of the order of a few
days, and it seems reasonable to consider that
such inputs should not affect the seasonal variation

observed.
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can observe a descending layer
around

93 km at

23 h U.T.
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with a maximum

and around

89 km at
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